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Introduction
Welcome to “Supporting the Development of Local Food
Initiative; a Toolkit for Action”. This document, produced
by the Rural Network for Northern Ireland, forms the final
element of a wider report on supporting the role of local
food in rural Northern Ireland. It is designed so that it can be
used on its own as a practical guide for anyone interested in
developing a local food strategy, or indeed incorporating local
food into wider strategies. However, for those who would
like to know more, it is supported by 3 other sections. They
provide valuable additional insight into the role and value of
local food in today’s society and in particular to small rural
communities. They give detailed examples of the drivers for
this, both local and international, as well as drawing on the
lessons of a wide variety of case studies which look at the
benefits that such a strategic view of the issue can bring.
In order to support Local Authorities and agencies in
taking forward any of the recommendations or other
learning from this report, the Toolkit has been developed
as one of the outputs of the Local Food Thematic Working
Group. This Toolkit, and the resources it includes, can
act as a key primer in beginning to consider the issue at
a local level, to determine what the actual potential for
local food development is within an area and to put in
place the appropriate infrastructure to support this.
Although originating from a rural development
perspective, the Toolkit and the development of a Local
Food Strategy (LFS) should not be seen solely in the
context of rural development but a cross functional one
involving aspects of rural development, community and
enterprise development, health promotion, education
and tourism among others. As such, the tool may prove
particularly useful to inform a partnership approach to
local development as anticipated by the forthcoming
introduction of Community Planning in Northern Ireland.

A grant programme alone risks losing important strategic
outcomes that can ‘seal in’ investments within a stronger
system of supports and linkages for longer term sustainability.
An LFS can have a vision beyond excellent high end artisanal
food products which may only be of interest to tourists
or the better off. It can aim to play a part in improving the
quality of life of everyone in the area; utilising assets and
fostering innovation addressing food security and affordability,
improving good health and wellbeing, assisting the
regeneration of an area, and helping to strengthen community.
It can build a broader alliance across other stakeholders
beyond the confines of a local food programme per se.
Generally, those working to develop an LFS recommend
that they can only be developed successfully when
considered in a more comprehensive and integrated
manner, not only in terms of the supply chain, but as
this document (Section 1) has shown as part of a wider
strategy including education, information and perhaps also
health promotion or village centre regeneration as well.
This Toolkit provides materials and a checklist of support
areas and actions that can assist in developing a Local
Food Strategy (LFS). These can be used by a Local
Action Group (LAG) or Local Authority for example in
developing a support strategy for local foods. It also
refers to case studies to help illustrate strategic options
and actions. The diagram overleaf provides an overview
of the elements of a strategy that are covered;

In line with many funding programmes it may be all too easy to
view ‘local food’ as a funding category implemented through
an open grants programme and targeting for example, small
producers, processors or retailers and inviting them to apply
for grants to develop their individual businesses. However, the
picture provided in this document illustrates how emerging
threats to food provision, changing consumer trends,
innovations in how food can be grown and supplied locally
and new thinking on the role of local food in local economic
and social regeneration are opening up the vision and
opportunities underpinning support for a Local Food Strategy .
A recent survey by Reseau Rural, the French National
Rural Network initiative group on Short Supply Chain
Development, reported that all countries/regions responding
to the survey saw a need for an integrated approach to local
food supply chain development including access to a set
of joint instruments that would support structured projects.
In other words, supporting individual businesses on an ad
hoc basis was not felt to be an effective way to proceed.1
1 - Summary of the answers to the rural network questionnaire: EAFRD - European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development - and LFSCs - local food supply chains Reseau
Rural French rural network national initiative group on short supply chain development
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Taking Stock

Building Support

Developing Infrastructure

Developing Human Resources

Developing Demand

Developing the Environment

• Collating information on assets and needs
• Using a SWOT Analysis and Deciding Strategic Emphasis

• Building a Partnership and Community of Interest

• Community based
• Supply Chain Based

• Careers / staffing / training
• Supply Chain Training and Staffing

• Community Based
Training and Staffing

• Awareness Raising and Education / Promotion
• Information and Ordering

• Access to Funding
• Strategic Role

• Regulatory Support

Step 1: Taking Stock - Mapping What’s There,SWOT Analysis
and Strategic Emphasis
Why Take Stock?
Each geographic region within Northern Ireland is different.
The characteristics of an area, its land, climate, farming
structure, existing producers, local population and
infrastructure will inform the approach to developing an
LFS based on local assets and vulnerabilities. It can also
help to establish the balance to take with other agri-food
development or regeneration options suited to the area.

Some of the information required will need survey and
consultation work to be gathered. The Northern Ireland
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD)
Short Supply Chain Programme, for example, highlighted
the need to map and assess the number of producers,
retail outlets, processors, or other food outlets in an
area, to establish existing expertise and infrastructure.

Some of the data to inform this exercise will be readily available from
existing statistics. A key source is the Northern Ireland Statistics
and Research Agency (NISRA) Northern Ireland Neighbourhood
Information Service (NINIS) tool which also enables written
reports, tables and maps to be generated showing variations in
key data spatially within an area. Maps in Appendix 2 illustrate
the regional variation of a number of key statistical indicators.

The need to gather local information for this exercise is an
ideal opportunity to build a community of interest around an
LFS, finding creative ways to pool local knowledge and recruit
help to gather together a detailed baseline picture. It also
helps develop a partnership by inviting key people with an
overview of the area or specialist technical knowledge to help
inform the gathering of information and subsequent analysis.

The project Good Food in Western Uusimaa (Bra Mat i
Västnyland) in Finland2 identified a need for an investigation into
how much of the food production in the municipality was produced
for the local market and how much went through conventional

distribution systems. It went on to create a regional network
for locally produced food in Hanko, Ingå & Raseborg through a
combination of actions to facilitate sales, improve accessibility,
improve distribution and develop products and service concepts.

A set of suggestions are provided in the following table
which help to plan a local foods data collection exercise. It
includes use of existing data and some creative data gathering

exercises that can contribute towards developing a community
of interest. These are discussed further following the tables.

2 - http://bramativastnyland.novia.fi
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Supply side
Factor

Example Indicators

Collation Methods

Application

1. Farm Structure
and current
land use

Number of farms
Types of farms (dairy, sheep, beef, crops,
horticulture etc) Area of farms
Business size of farms (an indicator
of productivity – see annex 2)

NINIS mapping showing
spatial variations

Helping to understand current importance
and characteristics of farming as a resource
Contributes to assessing current and potential
availability of year round foods and the
variety of foods grown and processed.

2. Land and
Climate
Characteristics

variations in Soil and micro-climate
biodiversity and amenity / landscape features

Check existing public
sources such as NI Agri-food
Biosciences Institute Soil survey /
Ordinance Survey Soil maps
Consultation with DARD advisors
Consultation with local producers /
farmers – develop a soil and climate
map using ‘planning for real’
Consultation with local tourism
providers and environmentalists

Form a detailed strengths and weaknesses
map of the area for production options – include
potential investment to improve production
eg use of poly tunnels, permaculture,
mixed or eco-farming solutions
Helps in assessing what proportion of local food
needs could be supplied locally at different levels
of strategic support from working with existing
capacity to employing different growing methods3
Identify potential links with other natural
resources for links with tourism or marketing

3. Other activity
and other land
and land use
methods

Number of polytunnels
Grow Your Own membership and land ownership
(% under cultivation versus potential area)
Community gardens
Pockets of land in villages or
towns that could be used

Collaborate with local volunteers
to gather together a land inventory
to identify viable land for food
production and to identify sites
suitable for urban farming.
(establishing ownership however
could be problematic)
Liaise with local GYO group to
build support and participation

Local knowledge of alternative production methods
Potential for patchwork farm solutions and
community based food production. GYO
members can often lack capacity to fully utilise
land they have – coordinating a shared labour
or volunteer scheme could help improve the
amount of land that can be cultivated

4. Producers/
Growers

Number and type of existing or
potential local food producers
Proportion or ideally the weight of product
sold locally (within the strategy area)
Number of community food initiatives

Collaborate with local chefs, food
retailers, farmer’s markets, and urban
and near-urban farmers to assess
the local food supply chain and
identify the gaps and opportunities
for business improvement, job
creation, and supportive services.

Understanding diversity and distribution
Assess how much food is being supplied into
the area locally – weight figures can be used to
gain a proxy figure for dependency on imports
(see Threats and Weaknesses analysis below)
Identify clusters of activity and areas
that need more work; which areas have
strong food communities and which areas
need more via knowledge transfer
Help sustainable business and groups
collaborate by seeing who is working in their
area and share resources and ideas
Improve coordination between those
involved with local food production

5. Supply
Infrastructure

Number and location of accessible / smaller
scale processing or processing capacity
Distribution activity (Box schemes,
storage / local distribution
Retail and food outlets (independent retailers,
restaurants, hotels, B+Bs, farmers markets
or other markets) current sources of supply
Potential food hubs – local shops (including
empty ones), community or church halls,
pubs with a large events facility etc

Developing a Food Web
Recruit a number of people to help
build a complete map of outlets and
suppliers - who is supplying who?

Identify infrastructure improvements
Address missing links
Identify underused assets that could be recruited
into a low capital cost food distribution solution

6. Training and
Support Needs

Skills and knowledge – eg regulations,
technologies / preparation methods
Business / marketing knowledge / Networking

Survey of supply chain members

Informs training and development
support needs in existing and potential
local food supply community.

3 - Cornell University Food Shed Mapping Project also considers food production and food needs in relation to a unit called a Human Nutritional Equivalent (HNE).
An HNE is a quantity of food that meets the nutritional requirements for one person for one year
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Demand side
Factor

Example Indicators

Collation Methods

Application

7. Population
patterns

Distribution of population centres
Numbers of people / households
Occupation and socio-economic profile
Income deprivation
Health deprivation

Northern Ireland Statistics and
Research Agency (NISRA) /
Northern Ireland Neighbourhood
Information Service (NINIS) Data
sets – population census

Helping to assess the number of people who might be
supplied with food through local provision (Food Security)
Assessing purchasing power (socio-economic profiles)
Assessing location and scope of potential food poverty

Additional data on spending
patterns can also be gleaned from
the continuous household survey

Help to determine targets for proportion of local
food needs that could be supplied locally

8. Public food
outlets and
food provision

Number and location of schools
Care provision
Afterschool / childcare provision
Local authority / public sector services

NISRA / NINIS and local
authority information
Health, social care and
education authorities

Identify potential centres for local food supply
/ ordering or pick up points, or information /
promotion and educational initiatives

9. Awareness and
use of local
food supplies

Shopping patterns and
current awareness
Barriers to purchasing local
food – access / affordability /
availability / confidence / culture

Local vox pop surveys
Shopping list survey (including
photographic exercise to
promote interest – see below)
Basket of food barometer (see below)
Consultation with food
outlets and producers

Understand the information and support needs
that will facilitate take up of local foods – design of
supply chain, marketing and education strategies
May also inform training needs – eg lack of knowledge
on cooking or storing fresh ingredients

Using Maps to Assess Assets / Strengths and Opportunities
Maps can be important tools for planning a Local Food
Strategy which benefit from having a visual picture of
patterns in the distribution and clustering of different
assets or characteristics of an area. Collecting data
to include location information ensures that it can be
located on maps. Layers (using plastic film) could be
used to overlay different kinds of information such as
amenity, biodiversity, transport routes, development sites,
producers, retailers, hotels, centres of population and so
on. A lot of NINIS data can be downloaded in map form.
An important starting point in deciding the shape and scope
of an LFS is the capacity of the area to support production
of different food types i.e meat, vegetables, dairy, fish,
herbs, naturally sourced foods etc, land and local climate,
coupled with the structure of local farming and the level
and type of local expertise. Assets might also include
landscape features and quality, biodiversity and amenity
areas to enable links to tourism and conservation initiatives.

Look at the capacity and character of food production activity
in the area as an asset not a weakness. Developing a map
of these assets is a valuable way to take stock of what they
are and where they are to inform planning the development
of a system. It is important to remember that some of the
limitations that might be associated with local production
capacity are more applicable to competition in global agrifood systems that emphasise quantity and consistency.
This may not be so relevant to LFS models combining
smaller scale production and facilities such as a Food Hub.
Similarly, smaller scale systems can be developed using
different production approaches such as permaculture, poly
tunnels or raised beds. Generally, the mapping exercise
should remain free of judgements and avoid pre-determined
preferred solutions to allow a full a picture to be gathered
that can assist the consideration of different possibilities.
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Using Data to inform Weaknesses and Threats
Section 2 of the full report outlined some of the key drivers that
prompt a review of the role of local food provision as a strategic
option. Alongside mapping assets, data can be used to gauge
weaknesses in the capacity of an area to support an LFS and
the potential vulnerability of the local population to key threats.
Considering Weaknesses
Weaknesses may lie in the ‘purchasing power’ inherent in the
underlying socio-economic and demographic characteristics of an
area to support local production. Just as the current level of local
supply can be looked at as an asset to build on, so too can the
‘ability to pay’ be viewed not as a weakness, but as a key factor
to consider in the design of an LFS. For example, introduction of
a local food currency scheme or time bank that allows voluntary
time to be used as a resource and a means to afford local food
could be considered (see ‘Developing Demand’ below).

average person over the course of a year to be around
38kg per month or 1277g / day (excluding drinks).6
The North South Ireland Food Consumption Survey conducted
in 20017 estimated intake of fruit and vegetables among adults
aged 18 to 64 years on the Island of Ireland to be approximately
140g/ day (equivalent to 3.5 portions of total fruit and vegetables
per day). Age had a significant effect on consumption with
younger people (18 to 45 years) consuming around 120g/day.
Whilst not an exact science, multiplying these figures by the number
of adults and/or number of younger people in the area population
can give a rough estimate of the potential amount of food needed
per annum as a whole or for fruit and vegetables in particular one key local food type could be focused on to begin with.

Whilst not an exact science, an assessment of local food
purchasing power can consider the following:• Levels and pattern of disadvantage in the area
• Socio-economic profiles of the population and
their distribution – see Appendix 2 Maps
• Levels of tourism and visitor numbers to the area
• Proximity and communication links with
other large population centres

To examine what is being supplied locally, data is needed
about the number of local food providers and the proportion
of their production they sell within the strategy area in order to
compile an assessment of the level of local supply (see Data
Table 1 above, Item 4 “Producers”). The consumption figure
minus this local supply figure will provide a rough estimate
of the amount that is imported. It also provides a baseline
for assessing any increase in self sufficiency through local
supply (taking into account also changes in population).

Looking at the Potential Impact of Threats
A number of causal factors could result in problems with
the provision of healthy, affordable food. Factors such as
the cost of energy, the frequency and impact of extreme
weather events and water shortages in key production areas
are worth monitoring as an early warning system though.4
Their significance however for the purpose of determining a
local food strategy can be attributed to two key factors:-

Food Affordability and the Basket of Food Indicator
Local food as a safeguard against significant increases in the price
of staples (see Section 2 ’Threats to Current Provision’) can be
assessed by its ability to maintain or reduce food costs to local
households. A household is defined as vulnerable to Food Poverty if
it must spend more than 10% of its income on food. Gross weekly
pay statistics for a particular area can be found by selecting the
labour market data (current jobs) on the NINIS statistics service.

- How dependent is the area on imported food
- How vulnerable to food poverty are local households if
there were to be further increases in food prices

Inflation figures can provide a barometer for potential impacts on
local households, as might the number of households resorting to
the use of food banks, if there is one in the area. Recent statistics
show that butter, margarine and cooking oils, which are staples
for most households, have risen in price most since June 2007.
Fish, fruit and vegetable prices have also risen by around 25%
since June 2007. In 2011, compared to 2007, lowest income
households bought 18% less carcase meat, 15% less fruit, and
12% less vegetables (DEFRA Food Statistics Pocket Book ibid).

Dependency on imported food
In 2012 the UK as a whole supplied 56% of its own vegetables, a
reduction of 2% from 2011 and about 12% of fruit. This compares
with 82% of dairy and meat products5 despite both the UK as
a whole and NI in particular being significant food exporters.
They are still reliant on imports for much of the food and drink
consumed domestically. When looking at a local area, it would be
difficult if not impossible to establish how much food of different
kinds is imported from outside a strategy area in this way and
an alternative could be to gauge how much of the underlying
consumption of food in the areas’ population is supplied locally.
A 1981 study by the Clinical Nutrition Centre of Addenbrokes
Hospital, Cambridge, measuring the food consumed by a
random sample of the population of a Cambridge village,
estimated the total amount of food consumed by the

A way to measure the typical price of food in a given area
over time is by recruiting a number of individuals in different
locations in the area to purchase a basket of food items. The
food items included in the basket could be those it might
be possible to produce locally and/or which are generally
recognised to be staples in local diets This latter could in
turn be checked through vox pops or consultation with local
shop keepers to determine the most frequently bought items
(noting the need to include seasonal variations). The flow chart
overleaf summarises the process of developing this indicator.

4 - Extreme weather http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/climate-information/extreme-events
http://climate.mssl.ucl.ac.uk/
Energy http://www.oil-price.net/
Water http://www.worldwatercouncil.org/library/archives/water-crisis/
5 - Food Statistics Pocketbook 2012 - in year update Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
6 - The diet of individuals: a study of a randomly-chosen cross section of British adults in a Cambridgeshire village, Sheila Bingham, N. I. McNeil and J. H. Cummings British
Journal of Nutrition Vol 45 Issue 1 1981
7 - North South Ireland Food Consumption Survey 2001 Irish Universities Nutrition Alliance http://www.iuna.net/?p=25
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Most frequently
bought food items

Items that could potentially
be supplied locally

• Local retailers
• Vox pops

• now
• with development support

Food Basket
• As a baseline figure for monitoring
• as a percentage of total
weekly spend on food

This exercise could serve a number of uses. For
example, the information on most frequently bought
items could be set against their nutritional and calorific
health value as a baseline for a healthy food initiative
in the area as part of a local food strategy.
The baseline cost of the basket can act as a barometer
for the potential impact of increasing food prices on
households, noting that any focusing on items that
could be substituted by local provision represents a
proportion of the total spend of a household and not the
full amount. It can also provide a benchmark target for
the maximum cost of food produced locally. Ideally, of
course, this figure would be lower than prevailing prices.

UK Family Weekly Shop – Around the World in 80 Diets

Alternatively, a survey of the main food items bought each
week, a food diary, expenditure on food, time spent obtaining
food, and from where, and vox pops or polls on questions such
as ‘I would buy local food if...’ would gather useful information
as well as raising awareness and building interest, for example,
through use of a facebook page for updates and conversation.

Exploring Food Buying Habits
Recruiting a number of individuals in different parts of
the strategy area to report on the cost of purchasing
a standard basket of food items is one way in which
the general community can begin to contribute to the
baseline picture of food in the area. Households in
the area could be invited to contribute shopping lists
or share typical weekly food shops as photographs
(see for example, ‘Around the World in 80 Diets’8).

A survey of other public services serving food could
also be of interest. Contributions could be invited as to
where food is obtained, what the policy is for providing
food and how local community services might contribute
to local food as part of a local food policy or manifesto.
These are tools that have been used elsewhere.

Developing Partnerships and Communities of Interest;
Building Partnerships, Building a Community of Interest
Those who are potential customers
People of all backgrounds living in the area (this
is discussed later in building demand).

“In developing the network, the main hindering factor is
the top-down manner in which it has been established.”
“It takes very careful targeting of food producers to
convince them to the idea of selling their products
on the village market.” (FAAN Case Studies)9

Those with expert knowledge of the regulations
and support options for the area
DARD representatives, environmental groups, planners,
environmental health and food hygiene, health workers,
employment and enterprise providers etc.

To make it work an LFS needs the support and
commitment of a wide range of people who make
up the food chain in an area. This includes:
Those on the Supply Side
Farmers, small holders, Grow It Yourself members,
Artisanal food producers, community food initiatives.
Those working to link supply with demand
Retailers, restaurateurs, hotel and B+B owners and potentially
schools, community centres, after school clubs, and so on.

Partnership will influence or be influenced
by the approach to an LFS
• should it operate on a number of scales, from
micro social enterprises to the supermarkets, or
focus on small and alternative supply chains?
• Should collaboration span private and social enterprises?
• How should ownership of the supply chain be considered?

8 - http://content.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,2037749,00.html or
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2319825/The-great-global-food-gap-Families-world-photographed-weekly-shopping-reveal-cost-ranges-3-20-320.html
9 - Polish Case Study : Local Food Systems in Europe 2010 Facilitating Alternative Agri-Food Networks (FAAN)
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One of the success factors identified in a number of local
food initiatives is the establishment of links and interactions
amongst different actors in local food production and
market distribution. This is important for a number of
reasons but two in particular are common and necessary:
• achieving a sufficient level of trust to enable the
commitment across individual producers that
make a local food system meaningful
• making links across different businesses and enterprises
to enable innovative solutions to a supply chain or
food system maximising local added value.
Trust and Cooperation
Local Food Systems typically need practitioners cooperating to mobilise resources of various kinds i.e skills,
knowledge, labour (paid and unpaid), capital, buildings
and so on in order to achieve economies of scale and
of scope. Mapping of those involved in the local supply
chain should not simply look at cataloguing the various
businesses that are active in the area, but also looking
at the networking and support infrastructure that exists
in the area and identifies any gaps in the infrastructure to
support greater networking and co-operation across the
supply chain as undertaken for example in the North East
Region through the Food Tourism and Scoping exercise.
Many Short Supply Chain / local food initiatives in Bretagne,
which has a high number of suppliers working locally, were
launched by networks of producers, often with support
from the LEADER initiative (FAAN). Building trust to avoid
competition and to facilitate co-operation could be achieved
partly by involving stakeholders early in planning an
initiative and identifying and supporting the development of
advantages that are of of mutual benefit, such as sharing
expensive resources or development costs. Mutual economic
benefits are not the only elements in a successful cooperation. In order to establish fairness and transparency,
partners must be convinced by the ethos of the network.
Innovation
A common theme across local food initiatives is the way
networking, facilitated by a LEADER group or local authority,
builds links between different sectors in order to bring mutual
benefit to all participating parties. This can lead to innovative
ways of doing business being developed, based on a full
understanding of wider regional development opportunities.
This approach in the Bretagne region has resulted in
producers beginning to introduce a more diverse range of
produce into the area than was traditionally the case and this
has also encouraged new entrants into agriculture in the area,
thereby creating a more diverse and vibrant local economy.

enabled farmers to reach a wider group of consumers,
as Almenland is a well known destination for tourists.
The ‘home’ market of consumers resident in the region
is also essential to the overall viability of a food network.
One key solution for ALMO was a ‘Shop in a Shop’ system
that offered farmers a shelf in the local shop to sell their
products. Farmers organised the delivery to the store and
the quantities of products individually. The price is set by the
farmers and the store adds a percentage to cover costs.
This system creates mutual benefits for farmers and the
shop owner. The wider range of products offered, plus the
store’s opening hours, make farmers’ products more easily
available for consumers compared with on-farm sales. The
shop benefits by providing authentic regional products.
Partnership to Broaden Strategic Linkages
In Budapest saving a farmer’s market from development into
a supermarket required the establishing and maintaining of
links between farmers, local citizens and local authorities
in discussing the proposed plans. The debate was then
opened on how a farmer’s market could contribute
to wider urban planning issues in order to strengthen
the positive messages, for example raising awareness
around the values and benefits of the farmers’ market
and of local food of known origin (see also Section 2,
Strengths of Local Food and Economic Resilience).
In Cork, a community food initiative established a crosssectoral partnership spanning health, education and
regeneration that resulted in a broader strategic objective of
addressing food poverty as part of being a Healthy City. Other
food initiatives have begun to make links to youth employability
and career options in urban agriculture or community
horticulture and there are clear opportunities for local food
initiatives to contribute to the problem of young people who
are Not in Employment, Education or Training (NEET).10
All the linkages described in local food initiatives
depend upon a broader vision of a regional food
system. Without those networks and their visions,
specific initiatives may remain weak or even fail.
The next two parts of this section show how work
undertaken to inform and develop a strategy for local
foods can also begin to build the necessary shared
vision and buy-in of key partners and players.

Example
A main aim of Almenland Bauernspezialitäten (ALMO)
in Austria was to create a good working infrastructure
for direct-selling farms. The group established cooperation with regional organisations such as groceries
and gastronomy and tourism enterprises. These partners
10 - Not in Employment, Education or Training – see for example DEL Pathways to Success Strategy
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Using data gathering to develop a Community of Interest
Forming a working group from across the sets of people
listed above provides a valuable resource for collecting local
information in terms of local knowledge and assistance
to go out and gather data. The following examples help
engage and build a community of interest both through
collecting information but also in then presenting it visually
to build a shared picture of the needs and possibilities.

to begin to fully understand what is already in place. It also
acts as a baseline for monitoring progress toward a more
detailed local food system. A detailed toolkit to assist in
conducting a local food web mapping exercise is available
from CPRE as a free to download resource- see Appendix 1.

Developing a Soil and Climate Map using
a Planning for Real Approach
‘Planning for Real’ has been used for a number of years
to assist local people to think about various physical and
environmental features of their local area and how they can
be changed to improve quality of life. Typically, the exercise
focuses on the built environment and local services. A similar
exercise, however, could be used to enable local knowledge
to be pooled to form a spatial picture of variations in soil and
land quality and associated aspects such as micro-climate.
It can also include key biodiversity and landscape assets.
A Food Web
A food web is the network of links between people who
buy, sell, produce and supply food in a defined geographical
area. A simple survey of providers and food outlets can
help trace these links. The picture below, taken from the
Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) local food
web mapping exercise for Ledbury,11 shows how the links
between suppliers and outlets can be represented visually

Exploring the Key Aim and Vision of a Local Food Strategy
Establishing a compelling focus and sense of
purpose for an LFS is an important means to
consolidate a community of interest and maintain
focus on actions and outcomes going forward.

keeps money in the local economy, local regeneration,
increases employment and skills diversity, tackles young
people NEET improving health/diets, minimises energy
consumption, minimises pollution and waste, conserves
traditional and distinctive landscapes, works to improve
biodiversity, gets more people to grow their own food,
(including in urban areas), builds community networks and
addresses social exclusion, gives local communities control
and ownership over their food supply chain and so on.

Some future visions of what an LFS might look like at
village level or in a region are illustrated in Appendix
3 to help show what could be possible if emerging
technology and know-how were to be applied to
local food production in an integrated approach.
The following table provides some ideas/suggestions for the
rich variety of ways in which local food as an idea can connect
to other social and economic objectives. For example, it

The table also provides references to some
appropriate case examples, some of which are
described in more detail in Section 3.

11 http://www.cpre.org.uk/media-centre/latest-news-releases/item/2744-new-report-highlights-importance-of-local-food-to-ledbury?highlight=WyJmb29kIiwid2ViIiwiZm9vZCB3ZWIiXQ==
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Strategic Aim

Key Actions

Outcomes: the Difference Made

Suggestions / Examples

Development
of Supply
(Modernisation
of Local Food
Capacity)

Enabling small farms
to supply locally

Small farms grow foods such as
vegetables, fruit and meat to order

Permaculture Demonstration Farms

Introducing a wider variety
of production systems
– training and trails in
permaculture based farming
or use of polytunnels

The area has capacity to grow
food in unpredictable weather
and over a longer season

Polytunnel Cropping

Capital investment
schemes – production,
processing and distribution
solutions – mobile
facilities and food hubs
Development of Box
schemes and food
outlet solutions

Development
of Demand

Mobile facilities
Mobile Fruit and Juice Processing

There is provision to coordinate
and distribute production over
a number of small suppliers

The National Farmers’ Retail and Markets Association (FARMA)
Box and drop scheme models
Farm Drop
BOXA
Catchbox (fish)

There are more direct links between
farmers and consumers
Profitability of small farm
enterprises is improved
New jobs are created or farm
incomes enhanced

Online information
and ordering

People living in or visiting the area can
easily identify and order local food offers

Online retail

Smart Phone App
development Easy pick
up / delivery solutions

People living anywhere in the
area can easily pick up or have
food delivered to them

Online / Smart Phone Apps

Education, awareness
raising initiatives

There is a clear presence for
local food provision in the retail
and service environment

Links to hotels / B+Bs
/ Local retail

Local Dirt
Local Orbit
Social Food / Network Platform
Lovefre.sh
Education: The Food for Life Partnership

Mainstreet food hub
/ drop schemes /
street food schemes
Improving
Local Food
Security

Village / town production
(urban agriculture systems)
Community supported
agriculture
Development of regional
food hubs and distribution
Education and Promotion

Big Barn

Mobile / Street Food
Manchester Herbie Van
A range of food production systems
provide villages, towns and the
wider area with the capacity to
grow food in unpredictable weather
and over a longer season

Example CSA Schemes
http://camel-csa.org.uk/about/
http://www.futurefarms.org.uk/index.html
http://swillingtonorganicfarm.co.uk/farm.html

There is provision to coordinate
and distribute production over a
number of small suppliers
Food prices remain stable and
affordable over long periods of time

Poverty
Food Poverty /
Unemployment
/ Youth
Unemployment

Community gardens
Community kitchens
Community supported
agriculture
Work experience initiatives
New careers - Community
horticulturalists
Community based training
in growing / cooking
Social enterprise
development

People and households have access
to fresh, healthy and affordable food

Community Gardens Network

People have the skills knowledge
and confidence to grow, store
and cook local food

Patchwork farms:
Growing Communities (Hackney, North London)

People in communities have the resources
to grow and cook food locally
There are improvements to people’s
physical and mental well-being.

Work experience initiatives :
The Wiggly Worm street food project

Food initiatives provide opportunities for
work experience and skills development for
young people or long term unemployed

SECTION FOUR :
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Village / Town
Regeneration
/ Local
Economic
Resilience

High street / main street food
hub and drop schemes
Food events
Food processing and added
value micro-incubation
Community gardens / urban
agriculture schemes

There is a clear presence for
local food provision in the retail
and service environment

Growing Communities (Hackney, North London)
Rooftop and backyard systems ‘UrbanFarmers’

Local food contributes to the vibrancy
and function of village centres / town
high streets in the community

Growing Power

Food growing contributes to the
vibrancy of the local environment
and its contribution to wellbeing
Projects increase and improve the
wildlife and green spaces within
the built environment, contributing
to overall sustainability

Urban / Rural
Linkages

Food hubs
Food Coops
Box schemes
Training in production systems
Apprenticeship schemes
(young people)
Capital investment schemes
– production and hubs
Education and Promotion

Innovation
and Enterprise
Development

Community Kitchens
Micro-incubation units
Farmers / local food markets
Online marketing and Retail
Restaurant innovation

There are reliable supply linkages between
farms and urban centres in the area

Apprenticeships in farming for urban young people
The Kindling Trust Farm Start initiative

Supply links enable healthy fresh
affordable food to be available
in disadvantaged areas

Connecting the countryside to rural services
http://www.purehubs.eu/

There are career opportunities
in food growing, handling and
distribution for young people

Recipe based box scheme
Gusto

Links are made with the Belfast Food
Network and Chartered Institute of
Environmental Health Sustainable
Food City initiative for Belfast
Individuals can try new ideas for
food products at minimum outlay

Nature Entrepreneurship
http://www.luontoyrittaja.fi/3.html

Individuals can test the market
for new products or services

The National Farmers’ Retail and Markets Association (FARMA)

There is capacity to assist new
products and food services to
be more widely marketed
New enterprises are established

Connection to
Tourism and
Environment
(Eno
Gastronomy)

App development
Food festival development
Farmer / local food /
artisanal markets
Online ordering (after
holiday orders)
Links to landscape – food
trails, traditional recipes,
food experiences

• Tourists and visitors can easily
find and try local food offers

Eno Gastronomy
European Culinary Heritage Trails

• Food experiences contribute
to the overall tourism offer and
are an additional attraction

Food, Environment and Tourism
Leitrim Landscapes and
Fabulous Food Trails

• Tourist sales of food items can
be converted into ongoing
sales through online orders

SECTION FOUR :
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Developing Infrastructure: Production, Processing, Delivery
Infrastructure for an LFS requires a planned approach drawing
heavily on the data collected in the Taking Stock stage of
developing an LFS. Much of the development of supply chains
has been geared to global / export markets so there is a lot
to consider in ‘re-engineering’ aspects of local production
capacity to service local markets. It is not enough to depend
on individual grant schemes to somehow grow an effective
LFS. Financial support needs to focus firstly on enhancing
existing resources and assets identified during the mapping
exercise and enabling crucial gaps to be addressed through
larger investments that serve broad interests, for example,
a regional food hub or shared online ordering system.
Community based schemes also need to follow good practice
in developing a local food initiative. A key consideration
early at the outset is to define the focus of an LFS as
community based or commercial or a mixed strategy which
might also include support for social enterprises.
The mapping exercise should enable and be followed by
preparation of a visual plan tying together the following sorts of
considerations:Where production for local needs might
be encouraged bearing in mind
• areas able to participate in global agri-food development;
• where patches or plots of land are – whether small
or large, (larger will require some thought regarding
management in smaller plots) countryside or urban;
• access;
• exposure to the elements, affecting growth and the
need for investment in protective measures;
• ownership;
• productive capacity – can it meet local need over time?
Investing in Production Capacity
How assets to improve productivity and length of season
such as polytunnels (as a standard element in many
fruit or vegetable growing enterprises) glass houses,
aquaponic units) or permaculture systems might be located
or encouraged (see Appendix 3 for an example).
How land resources might be utilised
Taken as a whole, how might different areas of land best fit
into a local food plan considering larger scale production
(Community Supported Agriculture schemes, for example, or
private sector horticulture / local food initiatives) and smaller
patchwork farms or community gardens (for community based
schemes, social inclusion or as early training facilities).
Where one or more Food Hubs might be located
A Food Hub is in its simplest form a place where supply
from a range of different providers can be brought together
to fill orders received from customers and act as a pick up /
drop off point. (See Farm Drop Scheme, Section 3) A local
shop, community hall, church hall or pub could provide
this role. Capacity to handle demand and supply will help
determine how many hubs and where they might be located.

Using existing resources can extend the use of financial
resources. The main consideration is to ensure food hygiene
standards for storing and handling food can be addressed.
More sophisticated hubs can service a larger quantity
of produce, assist in storing and packaging produce
and co-ordinate delivery via, for example, a box
scheme (see Section 3 for a fuller discussion).
Food hubs can extend supply into more disadvantaged
areas such as housing estates that lack fresh food
outlets, service individual village settlements or
support a broader regional approach to collection and
distribution (see Food Hubs in the USA Section 3).
Alternatively, a mobile food outlet might be considered such
as the Herbie Bus in Manchester12 or the Real Food Bus,
a LEADER funded project for Dorset: “A mobile farm shop
and café would enable local producers to diversify into new
markets. A flexible catering enterprise” is one of a range of
initiatives, including shared processing and storage facilities
developed by the peasant evolution producers Co-operative.13
Other Food Outlets
Partnership with existing food outlets, such as small shops,
restaurants, hotels, B+Bs, etc. will be an important part of
LFS development. Investment is targeted at enabling better
linkages into an LFS perhaps more through shared marketing
and distribution support than individual business grants. Some
additional provision might take the form of a farmers market or
street food initiative (mobile provision or street stalls, typically
more attractive to a broader cross section of socio-economic
groups) or ‘Shop within a shop’ (see Partnership case example).
IT Provision
Food Hubs need good broadband access to employ effective
online coordination, information and ordering systems.
Investment to develop an LFS needs to include adequate IT
capacity and use of an online ordering system (see Online
Hubs and App based Support Systems Section 3)

How Processing and Added Value might be assisted
Options include:• assisting on-farm added value or new food
enterprises using local produce (a well recognised
area of RDP funding in the past)
• a Food Hub (see above) might serve this purpose as
well as acting to collate and distribute product.
• a food cooperative – a solution that assists in addressing larger
scale customers such as restaurants / hotels / schools etc
• community Kitchens are a valuable resource for
encouraging cooking and preserving skill development
in community based initiatives but also as a means to
support innovation and product development for possible
food entrepreneurs. (see Community Kitchens Section
3). School kitchens could act as a starting point for
testing and developing the use of a community kitchen,

12 - http://www.merci.org.uk/herbie
13 - http://peasantevolution.co.uk/home/real-food-bus
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an approach taken by the Northside Community Health
Initiative (NICHE) in Cork which resulted in a Food Club
tendering for provision of school lunches in the Cork area.
• community Cafes or provision of school meals via
community kitchens and community centres
• careful targeting of existing processing or added value
businesses as partners in the development of the LFS have
provided ways to tap into and build on existing resources
i.e. from butchers assisting with meat box schemes
to larger meat processors, bakeries or smokeries.
Examples
Stroudco14 a not-for-profit grocer in Stroud that brings
together a range of local artisan food and drinks delivered
to customers doors. It costs nothing to set up a Stroudco
account. Customers pay £1 each time they order (or £2
per month) to help cover running costs. Whilst artisanal, the
prices are kept low by being a not-for-profit organisation,
having no retail shop. All orders are made on-line holding
no stock and having only one part-time paid member
of staff. Most of the products on the Stroudco website
are grown or produced within 15 miles of Stroud.

The Paul Partnership in Limerick, a partnership of
community organisations, includes a food partnership
strategy that has supported community groups across the
city to set up community cafes, community gardens and
to win the contract for the provision of school lunches
A LEADER project in Portugal (Promoting Local Sales of Fresh
Produce ‘PROVE - Promote and Sell)15 aimed to help small
producers sell their produce directly to consumers at a fair
price via new forms of short marketing chains. They draw on
a new online ordering system using a methodology originally
developed under the EU EQUAL programme. . The approach
included the creation of a Local Marketing Experience Network
to acquire technological skills, share resources/knowledge
and minimise costs. Initially a co-operation project among 8
LAGs, it involved the promotion of the PROVE website and
G-PROVE on-line ordering system to farmers / producers
and consumers and training for coordinators / mediators
through seminars and training workshops to help run sites.
The aim has been to set up 20 ‘PROVE producer areas
and the concept has been so successful that the project
has now expanded to include a total of 16 LAG areas.

Human Resource Development: Staff, Careers, Training
Marketing and logistics
Farmers have generally not been trained in short food
chains, even those who have farming degrees. Except in
specialised schools which are very rare, there is no source
of training to be a direct seller. Farmers, retailers and others
involved in food chains have rarely had experience and
training in working as part of a wider collaborative system.

LFS initiatives typically report needing the following
key people to help ensure they run effectively:A ‘Leader or champion’ who can link diverse
stakeholders and policy-makers around the
constantly evolving idea of an LFS
A co-ordinator or core co-ordination unit helping
to establish linkages between supply and demand
whether for the supply of local food outlets or the
collation of orders from individual customers.
For Commercial Initiatives The following
should be considered:Local and professional knowledge
Creating the essential combination of skills and knowledge
is a key factor in the success of an LFS. For many local
food initiatives, traditional, lost or hidden knowledge of local
people is an important asset. It helps to infuse distinctive
cultural characteristics into the products, is important in
tourism based initiatives but also to re-invigorating sense of
place and local economic resilience. These should be valued,
cultivated and integrated with expert knowledge regarding
rural development, organic practices and marketing skills etc.
Growing skills
Know-how in grassland based enterprises will be strong
in Northern Ireland but diversification into a wider range
of foods that can be grown in Northern Ireland, or the
introduction of new small scale growing systems, is likely
to need additional training. Training links with small scale
horticulture initiatives such as Leitrim Organic Centre could
help, or indeed with the Permaculture Association

Reports from local food initiatives regularly call for a
professionalising of skills. The lack of professional skills,
especially in marketing, can be an obstacle. In some cases
(such as ALMO in Austria and closer to home in some DARD
Short Supply chain initiatives), the interface with consumers
is transferred to intermediaries who are entrepreneurs, for
example via a central coordinator / promoter who carry
out the professional marketing on behalf of farmers. This
might be a food hub, a farm shop or a food co-op.
Business skills
Artisanal food producers can typically be more concerned
with the quality and craftsmanship of their food product than
with business skills. Generally, as a food enterprise gets
bigger, additional business management training is needed
IT skills
Increasingly, one or more people with IT skills are essential to
the co-ordination of an LFS, assisting with online provision
of information, networking, ordering and updates.
For Community Based initiatives the
following have been found important
An outreach worker / project co-ordinator who can provide
community development and outreach work to an initiative.

14 - http://www.stroudco.org.uk/how-we-are-different/
15 - http://www.prove.com.pt/english
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Professional growers / horticulturalists who can in turn
train community participants in planning and cultivation
know-how. Community gardens will not work without an
experienced gardener to oversee its management and
provide the necessary skills and confidence to community
participants. However, the ideal gardener has people skills
as well as growing skills, and can incorporate a community
development approach to involving participants in planning and
developing the garden and what is grown in it. A community
horticulturalist therefore is a significant career opportunity
to encourage in conjunction with agricultural colleges.
Community Supported Agriculture schemes work with a
farmer or hire in the right kind of expertise to help with running
a farm enterprise. There is also scope to use this as an
opportunity for young people to learn farm skills as part of an
apprenticeship scheme (See Kindling Trust example Section 3).

on volunteers, however, can lead to rapid overwork,
burnout and socially unsustainable initiatives.
Examples
The LEADER funded Local Food project in Svartådalen,
LoMiS (Sweden)16 combined commercial and community
based training and education activities to grow supply and
demand for local food. On the supply side, a producers’
network was established to facilitate access to local
products for shops and restaurants within which training to
increase awareness and capacity to produce quality local
food, was conducted through seminars and courses (e.g.
gardening, outdoor cooking, local meat production and
small scale slaughter houses etc.) Training was also included
in the “establishment of co-operation on food processing
issues” and in a third strand of work, co-operation with
schools helped introduce educational activities to instil
a long-term approach to locally produced food.

A well thought out volunteer policy and training
programme is important. The heavy workload falling

Developing Demand: Community Development, Education and
Awareness Raising, Links to Tourism
“Be patient and persistent - do not give up if you believe in your
project idea. Change does not happen overnight, therefore,
patience is important. Establishing good relationships with
local people and continuous contact with them has also
been fundamental to the success of the project. LEADER
Project Sala Municipality, Svartådalen Sweden.17
Developing take-up and demand for local food should be a key
part of an LFS strategy. A key difference in the development of an
LFS, compared to other business development initiatives, is that
as well as develop to supply, an LFS has to include measures
to grow consumer capacity to look for and use local food.
Examination of a number of case studies by FAAN showed that
consumer awareness and willingness has played a vital role in
the success of an LFS. In the prevailing food culture, fast food
and supermarket-based food retail has provided people with
convenience, a wide choice, cheap food and powerful brand
recognition as the norm. In the face of that, consumers must
have special reasons to provide ongoing support for an LFS.
CPRE conducted a survey of over 800 people around local food
purchases and found quality and support for the local economy
to be the main reasons for favouring a local food shop.
Local Food has tended to be associated with higher prices and a
degree of exclusivity. Supermarkets and fast food outlets are in turn
increasingly seeking to capture market share for support of local
farmers and producers and selling more products labelled as local.
Some important consumer trends18 are laying the ground for the
introduction of alternative local food supplies. They include more
dining in and cooking from scratch using good quality ingredients,

increasing use of online sales and click to collect or door to door
delivery. Collective purchasing through buying groups or ‘just in
time shopping’ to manage spend and minimise waste, requires
proximity to food retail outlets. An LFS should pay attention to how
these potential benefits can be designed into an LFS supply model.
Components for developing the
demand side of an LFS include
Community Development
Designing an LFS to provide a meaningful alternative way
of purchasing and using local food should be done with
the involvement of potential customers as stakeholders.
Many local food system examples are ‘community led’
i.e. that is, it is the community who have got together to
organise production and purchase of local food.
Encouragement should be given to households and communities
to organise to enable maximum benefit from local food supply,
forming a food co-op or a buying group, for example, organising
a food drop scheme and forming direct links with one or more
local farmers or with community based production of food to
place orders and have the option of helping with growing.
Food Buying Clubs are the demand side equivalent of grower
co-operatives. Typically groups of consumers come together to
pool their food purchases to generate large enough orders to deal
directly with distributors or growers. A consumer survey in Hartford
showed that food buying clubs saved 20% on their groceries.19
By providing ways to work together, producers and consumers

16 - http://www.svartadalen.nu/index.php/load/lists/Lokalproducerat
17 - http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/policy-in-action/rdp_view/en/view_projects_en.cfm?action=detail&backfuse=jsview&postcard_id=3120
18 - detailed in Section 2 of this document
19 - From Field to Fork: The Value of England’s Local Food Webs CPRE 2013
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can learn from each other, providing practical support and
encouragement and developing an LFS that suits both
supplier and consumer. More broadly, encouraging people to
be part of a group or network creates a sense of something
bigger taking place. Rather than one consumer wishing to
purchase local food and one producer wishing to earn a
better living, a collective identity is created, with the idea of
a broader social change taking place (see Section 1).
Social media and online ordering can also act as key but
not exclusive components for building community, providing
ongoing information and insight into what food is being
produced by whom and cultivating a different food culture
that appreciates and enjoys using local food products.
Convenience as a design principle can lead to some simple
changes that can make a big difference. In Brittany (France),
for example, new open air markets have been created around
Rennes are open in the evening to serve consumers on their way
back home from work. This change to reflect modern lifestyles
has obliged farmers to adapt their long-established practice of
being at market in the morning and on the farm in the afternoon.
Affordability, as a potential weakness, could be offset by developing
schemes that enable people to assist with growing, processing

or distribution work in an LFS to offset the cost of buying food.
A number of local regeneration initiatives have introduced
complementary currencies or local loyalty card schemes that
encourage purchasing from local shops and can help improve
affordability.20 Over the longer term the implementation of an
LFS may take costs such transportation, wholesaler and retailer
margins out of the supply chain, thereby making local food
a less expensive option that would otherwise be the case.
Changing consumer purchasing patterns may also reduce
costs as travel distances to shops and waste are reduced.
Education and Training
Another difference in developing an LFS in contrast to other
economic initiatives is that many potential consumers need to
be provided with the skills and knowledge to be able to use local
foods. Food poverty research has revealed that generations
growing up are used to living on take-aways and processed
meals and as a consequence have no cooking skills and no
confidence to buy and prepare meals with fresh produce.
Research conducted on the barriers to consumption of fruit and
vegetables has indicated that along with access and availability
to good quality produce, attitudes, motivation and skills in buying,
preparing and eating fruit and vegetables all impact on uptake.21

Example
Pilot projects such as the Healthy food for All (HFFA) Community
Food Demonstration Programme showed how a community
development approach was needed to provide the knowledge,
confidence and skills to grow, store, cook and appreciate
fresh food, using a staged approach including taster sessions,
growing and cookery courses, food clubs, and discussion
groups over a sustained period of time likely to be 3 – 5
years. A Community Food Guide is available from HFFA.22
Education in Schools has also been a strong feature
of a number of projects. The Food for Life Partnership
for example23 is a network of schools and communities
across England committed to transforming food culture,

Other LEADER initiatives have focused on education
about food and food systems as important, connecting
with concerns which consumers may have about
conventional production such as health issues, food
miles, and the ecological impacts of farming. The ‘Story’
behind local production, the farmers, producers, and
collective vision for an LFS are all important in helping to
convey the value of becoming involved or supporting an

giving communities access to seasonal, local and organic
food, and to the skills they need to cook and grow fresh
food. The approach includes a focus on lunchtimes as a
positive feature of the day and enriching classroom learning
with farm visits and practical cooking and growing.
Schools enrolled on the programme are growing their
own food, organising trips to farms, sourcing food from
local bakers, butchers and farmers; setting up school
farmers’ markets, holding community food events,
providing cooking and growing clubs for pupils and their
families, and serving freshly prepared, locally sourced
meals that follow a rigorous Food for Life Catering Mark.

LFS. Aspects such as clear labelling and transparency
play a part here to build trust and ensure traceability.24
The organisation of fairs, seminars, conferences, open days
and farm visits are also valuable ways to build awareness and
understanding around local products, many of which can
fulfil dual purposes in raising community awareness whilst
also supporting and enhancingthe local tourism product.

20 - See for example the Brixton Pound http://brixtonpound.org/
21 - A Review of the Fruit and Vegetable Food Chain. Safefood 2007
22 - www.healthyfoodforall.com/community-good-practice-guide/
23 - h
 ttp://www.foodforlife.org.uk/Whygetinvolved/WhatisFoodforLife.aspx
http://www.foodforlife.org.uk/Whygetinvolved/WhatisFoodforLife.aspx
24 - Summary of the answers to the rural network questionnaire: EAFRD - European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development - and LFSCs - local food supply chains.
Reseau Rural French Rural Network April 2013
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Example
The LEADER project A ‘Green Guide’ to Local
Gastronomy France – Centre Indre et Loire included
capacity building events for encouraging local people to
buy and eat local produce, explaining the advantages
of buying local and seasonal produce (e.g. reduced
energy consumption in production and storage, less
transport, lower greenhouse gas emissions etc.) and
explaining to consumers the different labels on food
products and the various methods of growing and
manufacture. The first guide books were sold out

in less than two years and a new edition to include
recipes for regional dishes was published in 2011.
Workshops and educational visits strengthened the
project and added a tourism dimension. Other regions
have asked for advice and some have created similar
guides. A limitation on this approach was found to be
the cost of updating printed material. An online version
would be cheaper but less practical. Smart phone
apps may offer another format (See Section 3)

Links with Tourism
Food tourism is a tool which is most often used to market as an
additional benefit or attraction to visitors to enhance the overall
tourism product/experience. If done well it can also enable
people to connect the food they eat with the place that they
visit as part of the wider cultural heritage of the area This can,
therefore, create a valuable additional market for local food and
should be considered in looking at the potential overall food
demand for an area within the context of developing an LFS.
The development of specific infrastructure to develop
and maximise the potential of this market can be used
to great effect, with many areas now recognised for
the quality of their food experience as a key reason
for visiting e.g. the South West of Ireland.
As mentioned above food based events such as Festivals
(see www.atasteofwestcork for example) or activities such
as Food Trails i.e. those promoted as part of the wider South
East Food Forum “FindgoodlocalFood” project, can provide
real benefit in connecting tourists directly with local local food
producers and ensuring an “authentic” experience for the visitor.

Warminsko-Mazurska Culinary Heritage Network in
Poland used tourism to stimulate the local economy, guide
consumers around local food offers, provide education
including cultural as well as food related features and enable
consumers to better understand how food is produced.
Alliance for the Living Tisza in Szövet in Hungary has
invested special care in communications about the label,
including the products’ origin and quality, environmental
and cultural aspects, and answering questions from
consumers. This has done much to develop trust-based
relationships between producers and consumers.
LAGs from the Puglia region in Italy in partnership with LAGs
from Greece and Wales built on the 2000-2006 LEADER
project ‘Showroom Network of Rural Areas’ to develop a
food based tourism offer. It included the concept “Houses
of Taste”, facilities furnished with an open kitchen and
workstations, to host courses and events for tourist and
school groups, gastronomists, cooks and amateurs. Each
House of Taste (in each LAG area) has its own flagship product
and illustrative material about local products and recipes.

‘Made in Cumbria’ (England25), includes a consumer facing
e-newsletter and iphone app alongside information on
finding food craft and other tourism offers and a business
members directory supporting a suppliers network.

25 - http://www.madeincumbria.co.uk/
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The Wider Support Environment: Funding, Locating LFS within
Regional Strategies, Tackling Regulations
Alongside direct measures to support and build an LFS, it is
important to look at how the wider policy environment might
help or hinder the prospects for an LFS, particularly given that
this has not been a major policy consideration for some time.
Funding
Within Rural Development the EAFRD Regulation
emphasises the need for productive efficiency. A key term
is ‘modernisation’, which generally means new techniques
or technologies to increase productivity. Generally the
minimum grant or investment is high, likewise the requirement
for co-financing. This favours large-scale farmers or food
processors and thus conventional agri-food chains.
The interpretation of ‘Modernisation’ shouldn’t in principle be a
barrier to supporting local food initiatives. For example, on-farm
equipment for processing primary products into high-quality ones
could be more relevant to a local food enterprise than a global
one where scale is required in handling and processing. Within
the current programme, modernisation measures have been
used to fund local food development by improving facilities such
as storage, processing or production. Examples include funding
for an organic wine production co-operative in Italy including
a new store house and wine production facilities26 or a dairy
company in Northern Slovakia modernising its milk production
operations whilst also strengthening short supply-chains between
local food producers and local consumers.27 In the South of
Sweden the project ‘Mobile Fruit and Juice Processing ‘Whileyou-wait’’28 enabled the purchase of fruit processing machinery
installed in a trailer, able press the fruit, pasteurise the juice and
pack it in hygienic 3.5 or 10 litres bag-in-boxes across small
producers or even processing the fruit direct in people’s gardens.
Perhaps more significantly are minimum criteria for the size of
an enterprise or the size of grant (and therefore the amount of
match funding that is required). FAAN’s research of European
LFS examples identified the need for lower minimum criteria /
grant amounts to enable smaller schemes to access funding.
As illustrated in the case examples used in this section, a
number of local food initiatives across Europe have received
support from LEADER. This support has been a decisive
factor for the development of local food markets and, in some
cases, partly because of the more accessible budget and
partly through being able to facilitate a grassroots approach.
Such support can be crucial in more marginal rural areas, as in
Austria, Hungary and Poland. In England, LEADER has given
financial support to various local food processing and marketing
activities, including very small-scale projects, collective marketing
techniques, and farmers’ markets. Most importantly, it has
promoted co-operation among food producers, especially
to establish new intermediaries which shorten supply.
A wider view of rural development may be more appropriate
in funding an LFS strategy spanning other policies and

funding lines. The French Rural Network carried out a
survey recently of LEADER Groups which highlighted the
need for multiple sources of funding. FAAN found that
key ‘champions’, especially within regional authorities, are
invaluable in seeking to support development of an LFS by
working across various policy and funding lines. They combine
funding sources with other assistance to help enterprises to
meet regulatory requirements. They use the flexibility of EC
rules and link various policies in ways favouring LFS. Amidst
a generally adverse policy context, such efforts provide
exemplary practices which could be taken up more widely.
Given the need to develop human resources and the skills and
knowledge of consumers, there are ample opportunities to
utilise the European Social Fund to support co-operation among
food producers and work with communities. Apprenticeship
and employability schemes could help pioneer new career and
employment opportunities in developing an LFS. At national level,
the connections to health and wellbeing are also clear. In urban
settings, food initiatives have drawn upon urban regeneration,
social cohesion and charitable foundations including the Lottery.
Regional Support
Local Food Systems have been less visible at EU and
national policy levels. Many initiatives have been started by
community based groups or through LEADER. Commission
policy discussions take for granted large-scale agri-food
systems as the basis for food supply chains and the focus
for Northern Ireland has been very much on export.
In Poland, LAGS collaborated on a project that included
registering local food products with the Polish authorities so
as to formally establish their market presence and increasing
awareness of the extent and contribution of smaller producers.
(‘Smak na produkt’ - local food product branding in Poland) .
In Austria, direct sales initiatives are often embedded in
regional development strategies to extend the network and
infrastructures and to professionalise marketing by linking with
other development initiatives such as tourism enterprises.
The Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) highlights
two key roles for local authorities in England in supporting
the development of local food which may become significant
here as the Local Government Reform progresses toward
establishment of the new 11 Council structure.
Firstly, Local authorities could form partnerships with other public
bodies, local businesses, farmers and community groups in their
areas to develop food strategies and action plans and recognise
the potential for local food provision through policies to support
local food networks. This might inform thinking on local planning
decisions around retail diversity and town individuality, support
for markets and protection of productive agricultural land. This
will also give a framework for neighbourhood plans to support

26 - http://www.valliunite.com/EN_coop.php
27 - http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/policy-in-action/rdp_view/en/view_projects_en.cfm?action=detail&backfuse=jsview&postcard_id=10781
28 - http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/policy-in-action/rdp_view/en/view_projects_en.cfm?action=detail&backfuse=jsview&postcard_id=7920
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broad-based public support for a comprehensive and strategic
approach to food planning for their area. This should start with
a survey of local food producers and suppliers based on the
local food web concept as described earlier in this section.
The CPRE report a number of Councils in different parts of the
UK developing models of good practice. Examples include Bristol
and Plymouth who have adopted ‘food charters’ to engage key
stakeholders and policy-makers. A similar Food Charter was
used in Cork Northside and covered aspects such as nutrition,
health, affordability and support for local food production. Other
towns and cities have built formal food partnerships to carry
out in-depth research and develop detailed strategies. Brighton
and Hove City Council is highlighted for its comprehensive food
partnership, strategy and action plan covering sustainable food
procurement, food waste, food access, education, economic
development and climate change. Other areas mentioned that are
following this approach include Durham, Cardiff, Herefordshire,
Liverpool, Manchester, Middlesbrough and Sheffield.
Belfast City Council has also prepared its own community foods
strategy called Growing Communities.29 In this case the initiative
is part of Active Belfast, a health based partnership initiative in
conjunction with the Public Health Agency and Belfast Health
and Social Care Trust and a number of statutory, community
and voluntary groups. Active Belfast aims to promote healthy
living and increase physical activity, and as part of this, the
Growing Communities Strategy “aims to ensure there are
more opportunities for growing in all its forms, and that all
parts of the community are able to experience the benefits”
which include wellbeing and physical health benefits.
Trading Regulations

decades. In order to comply with these regulations, smallscale enterprises face proportionately higher costs, relative to
their size and income. EU law on food hygiene allows flexible
interpretation, for example, exemptions for primary products in
direct sales and lighter rules for traditional products. Exemptions,
however, are narrowly defined or remain ambiguous and
so this flexibility is in practice limited in scale and scope.
Trading rules
Trading rules can also impose proportionately higher costs
upon small-scale operations than upon large ones. Costs
arise from regulations related to tax, commerce and social
insurance, for example. Producers need to adhere to Trading
Standards for Trades Descriptions, Weights and Measures and
the Sale of Goods.
Each may have its own exemptions, whose criteria may vary
even within the same country, with different definitions used
by different agencies or regional authorities. The criteria may
include distinctions between ‘agricultural’ and ‘commercial’
production, between ‘primary’ and ‘processed’ products,
between ‘sideline’ and ‘main’ businesses and definitions
of what is meant by ‘direct sales’, ‘box schemes’ etc.
Direct sales are rarely treated as a specific category. The relevant
rules can involve several different laws and producers or others
acting on their behalf as a food hub, for example, may need to
spend time getting clarity on what is permitted. Direct sales may
have lighter rules and lower tax than indirect sales, as in Poland,
but collective-marketing income may count as profit thereby
imposing greater tax burdens on producers, as in France.
As part of an LFS strategy and support plan, therefore, support
to assist participants to navigate the detail of the regulations
affecting them (which might also include planning regulations
or the constitution of a new legal entity) would be invaluable.
Concern about meeting regulations and the impact of these
on the viability of an enterprise could prevent some potential
contributors to an LFS from taking part and a lot of time and error
could also be avoided with the right guidance. Producers must
inform themselves about the law in order to argue for maximum
flexibility and so defend their practices as legally compliant.
Actions that could be taken as part of a strategy could include:

Food Hygiene
Anyone intending to serve or process raw food will need
basic food hygiene training and a certificate. Supervisors
will require a higher level of training and an intermediate
certificate. All staff involved with processing food will also
need a Hazard Analysis and identify Critical Control Points
(HACCP). This is a preventative approach to food safety
based on due diligence and good record keeping.
Food hygiene and labelling for farm shops and farmers’
markets are controlled by strict environmental health
regulations. All premises used to store, prepare, distribute
and sell food must be registered with the local authority.
This includes a farm shop or a stall for a farmers’ market.

Producing a simple guide to meeting all relevant planning,
health and safety, food hygiene and other regulations
appropriate for small-scale local and regional food businesses
Educating advisors and regulators to allow a
comprehensive understanding of local food, its
opportunities and appreciate the need to promote
and support ethically based enterprise.

The rate of inspections is risk based, using evidence
from a variety of sources. Recognised schemes, such
as farm assurance schemes, are considered to meet
the requirements of the legislation in a clear and credible
way. As a result, membership of a scheme counts as
positive evidence, resulting in fewer inspections.
EU food hygiene regulations have anticipated the most
hazardous contexts of agri-industrial processes, in response
to serious epidemics and food scares over the past two

29 - http://www.belfastcity.gov.uk/leisure/allotments-communitygardens/allotments.aspx#growingcommunities
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Appendix 1 Resources
Mapping Tools
Food Web Mapping Toolkit
http://www.cpre.org.uk/resources
Food Shed Mapping Tool
http://css.cals.cornell.edu/extension/foodshed-mapping.cfm
Collaborative Models
Collaboration between community food enterprise and the private sector: exploring the potential Written
by f3, the local food consultants Commissioned by Making Local Food Work July 2012
Community Food Initiatives
A wide range of guides on everything from developing a collaborative group to opening
a local food shop or funding a farmers market can be found here
http://www.makinglocalfoodwork.co.uk/practical_guides_toolkits.cfm
Healthy food for All Good Practice Guide for Community Food Initiatives
http://www.healthyfoodforall.com/good_practice_guides.htm
Food Hub guide
Regional Food Hub Resource Guide USDA http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getfile?dDocName=STELPRDC5097957
Urban Agriculture Guide
The Urban Farming Guidebook
http://www.refbc.com/urban-farming-guidebook
Examples of Local food Projects
UKNRN Projects Directory
http://enrd.ec.europa.eu/policy-in-action/rdp_view/
Example Local Authority Strategies Growing Communities
A Citywide Strategy for Belfast 2012 – 2022
http://www.belfastcity.gov.uk/leisure/allotments-communitygardens/allotments.aspx#growingcommunities
Sheffield Food Plan July 2011 Sheffield First Partnership
https://www.sheffieldfirst.com/the-partnership/health-and-well-being-partnership/food-plan.html
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Appendix 2 Example Maps and Interpretation
A number of social and economic maps can be prepared using NINIS – simply select the maps
option for any of the statistical tables found in the NINIS library. These provide a spatial picture of data
that can inform the development of a local food strategy. Examples are provided below:

Map 1: Distribution of very small farms (number per district)

Using the Farm Census, updated annually, this map shows the number of small farms by District Council
area. Small farms are less likely to be able to participate in export initiatives but represent a potential
resource for supplying local foods such as vegetables or meat. The map shows how the South West of
the region has a high proportion of smaller farms as a resource for a local food infrastructure

Map 2: Standard Output per Farm (£000’s) 2012
From farm census data, this map shows patterns in standard output per farm, which measures the productivity
of a farm, based on the value of produce leaving it. Dividing this figure by the size of the farm (Hectares) gives an
indication of the intensity of farming – eg a high standard output might be achieved from a large low intensive farm
or a smaller more intensive farm. Smaller farm size with large standard output suggests better quality land.
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Map 3: Population Density 2012
The density of the local population provides some indication of potential need or the geographic spread
that may be required to encompass a sufficient number of people. A more accurate assessment
needs to consider purchasing power based on income, shown in the map below

Map 4: Gross Normal Weekly Household Income (2009)
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Map 5: Expenditure on Food and non alcoholic drinks

Finally this example map dhows the average level of household expenditure on food and drink, an indication of potential for
purchase of local foods. A more detailed analysis could look for areas of low income as a target for food poverty initiatives.
Analyses such as these allow us to see that an area such as Newtwonards and the Ards peninsula for
example, has ready access to a range of food types within a small overall catchment area. It has a strong
geographic identity, and is within easy reach of a large and relatively prosperous population in Belfast and
its satellite towns of Bangor, Hollywood, Comber, and Newtownards itself. This provides a good basis
for a commercially driven approach to local food that can include higher margin food products.
An area such as Fermanagh, however, has a more dispersed population with a lower overall purchasing power. It
is more likely to have households with links to local farms, but may have a less diverse range of food types being
grown or reared. An area such as this may benefit from a stronger focus on food affordability and self sufficiency,
building stronger links between small farms and local villages through community supported agriculture schemes,
community kitchens, but coupled with provision for tourists using a local food app and showcasing of local foods.
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Appendix 3 Local Food Vision – How might a local food system look?
An Integrated Village System
Following a community planning process
ballygoforwards has developed its own integrated
local food system. The system includes
Development of an empty building in the square as a
Community Kitchen and food distribution point. The
kitchen provides a space that anyone from a village or
neighbourhood can use to cook, chat and share recipes
and resources. It provides valuable training space, and a
way for new individuals with a food based business idea
to test the water developing a food product at low cost.
An equipment library scheme allows locals to borrow
kitchen equipment such as mixers or cake times.
Use of waste ground nearby to provide a community
garden, polytunnel and hydroponics greenhouse allowing
food to be grown whatever the weather. The garden
specialises in higher cost salads and leafy vegetables.
A biogas digester is supplied by local farmers and food
waste to heat the tunnel and glasshouse Volunteers and
trainees run the garden with the help of a community
horticulturalist working across six local villages.
The garden provides a supply of fresh food but also acts
to improve health and wellbeing for users and contributes
to social inclusion and sense of community; It provides a
base for training young people in Horticulture Skills and the
development of a new career path in community horticulture.
The garden is supplemented by coordinated growing and
harvesting across a number of very small plots in back
gardens, on church land and small holdings around the
village. Individuals share work at key times, seeds, seedlings
and know-how to make maximum use of the land. This is
further enhanced through direct contracting of potatoes, meat
and milk with local farmers through a community supported
agriculture scheme. All produce is gathered and packed at the
food hub, supplying the kitchen and local café into the bargain.

A Regional Food System
A District Council has developed a local food strategy
as part of its community planning process. At statutory
level the Council has drawn on emerging good practice
to encourage procurement of local foods for schools,
healthcare and leisure facilities in the area. It has
developed a food charter as part of the community
planning process signed up to by local organisations
across the statutory and community and private sector
Three large food hubs coordinate collection and distribution
of food grown and prepared locally, They draw from a food
catchment area of smaller farms. The farms have been
supported to develop local food lines through training,
shared planning and financial support for all weather
growing options including polytunnels and glasshouses.
The hubs supply restaurants, hotels, small shops
and two box schemes, one providing vegetables and
another providing meat and dairy produce. The hubs
also supply small buying clubs set up to address food
poverty in disadvantaged areas within the district. By
pooling growing capacity across the area the hubs can
provide a steady stream of high-quality local, organic,
seasonal food choices throughout the year. Ordering
is done online using custom designed software.
Visitors to the area can use a social network based
app to identify small producers or outlets providing
seasonal locally grown food and drink.
Each year the Council focuses on a development theme
– this year it is bread and beer, linking farmers growing
wheat barley and hops with small craft beer makers
and bakeries, and promoting the results through a beer
and bread festival in October. The council is working
with INI to assist bakers and brewers to experiment
with different varieties of grain and additional herbs and
local wild plants for innovative unique local products.
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